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The Rough Guide to Mexico is the most comprehensive guide
available and an essential companion to anyone visiting this
country, whether on a package tour, backpacking or on a
prolonged business trip. This fully-updated and revised 6th
edition includes hundreds of incisive accounts of the sights,
providing fresh takes on the well-established attractions and
uncovering lesser-known gems. Detailed practical advice is
given on activities in every corner of this vibrant nation from
the beaches to the bustling cities to the ancient Mayan
temples. The guide also includes significant historical and
cultural information to give the reader a well-rounded
understanding of Mexico, past and present.
Natural swimming pools are the biggest news for gardeners
since green roofs. The water is cleaned by aquatic plants
instead of chlorine so it is gentle on the eyes and healthy for
swimmers. These self-cleaning ecosystems are beautiful to
look at and provide a valuable water source for dragonflies,
honeybees and other beneficial insects. Wolfram Kircher has
researched extensively into the low-nutrient-dependent plants
that are needed for the surrounds of natural swimming pools
and the high-nutrient-dependent plants that are required for
the regeneration zone. In the book he demonstrates how to
maintain the nutrient level in perfect balance to keep down
the algae down and water sparkling. The authors have
installed pools for decades and trialled different systems and
plants to come up with the best possible designs. This book
provides tried-and-trusted advice on a feature that is
increasingly in demand among aspirational, eco-minded
gardeners and designers.
The new full-colour Rough Guide to Chile is the ultimate
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travel guide to this fascinating country, with expert coverage
of all the best attractions, suggested itineraries to help you
plan your trip and evocative photos that bring the destination
to life. Discover the highlights of this year-round destination
with the latest information on trekking in Parque National
Torres del Paine, wine tasting in the Central Valleys,
exploring intriguing Easter Island and star-gazing in San
Pedro de Atacama. Enjoy incisive, up-to-date reviews of the
best accommodation, restaurants, bars, clubs and shops for
all budgets, and detailed practical advice on Chile's diverse
outdoor activities, from rafting the mighty Río Futaleufú to
horse riding around Santiago. With comprehensive colour
maps and expert information on the country's superb food
and drink, culture, history, art and architecture, The Rough
Guide to Chile will ensure you don't miss a thing. Make the
most of your time with The Rough Guide to Chile.
Insight Guides: Inspiring your next adventure Insight Guide
Italian Lakes offers you a uniquely comprehensive approach
to getting the most out of your trip to one of the most popular
destinations in the world. Engaging chapters consider the
region's fine art and extraordinary buildings as well as its
superb gastronomy and status as a celebrity playground.
Inside Insight Guide Italian Lakes: Tips for exploring the
breathtaking landscape, visiting the local wine trails as well as
family days out ensure that you don't miss a thing. All the
lakes, including Garda, Iseo, Como, Maggiore and Orta, are
covered in addition to the sophisticated towns of Verona,
Brescia, Bergamo and Milan. Full-colour photographs
throughout give you a true flavour of life in the region today.
Detailed maps plot all the major sights you'll want to see.
Travel Tips sections offer selective advice on where to eat
and the activities available. About Insight Guides: Insight
Guides has over 40 years' experience of publishing highquality, visual travel guides. We produce around 400 fullPage 2/26
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colour print guide books and maps as well as picture-packed
eBooks to meet different travellers' needs. Insight Guides'
unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus
on history and culture together create a unique visual
reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure.
'Insight Guides has spawned many imitators but is still the
best of its type.' - Wanderlust Magazine
The Rough Guide to Greece has been the definitive
guidebook to the country. With user-friendly accommodation
and eating reviews, crystal-clear maps, detailed background
and a journalistic eye for detail, this is the ideal guide for all
your Greece travel needs. Top 5 lists and itineraries will help
you plan your route, with insider tips on the best beaches to
escape the crowds. You'll discover the choicest resorts from
boutique to backpacker, get the low down on island hopping
from Corfu to Kos and read expert background on everything
from Homer to hiking.
World-renowned 'tell it like it is' guidebook Discover Italy with
this comprehensive, entertaining, 'tell it like it is' Rough Guide,
packed with comprehensive practical information and our
experts' honest and independent recommendations. Whether
you plan to check out aperitivo joints, take a boat cruise,
wander through ancient ruins or explore local
neighbourhoods, The Rough Guide to Italy will help you
discover the best places to explore, sleep, eat, drink and
shop along the way. Features of The Rough Guide to Italy: Detailed regional coverage: provides in-depth practical
information for each step of all kinds of trip, from intrepid offthe-beaten-track adventures, to chilled-out breaks in popular
tourist areas. Regions covered include: Rome and Lazio,
Piemonte and Valle d'Aosta, Liguria, Lobardy and the Lakes,
Trentino-Alto Adige, Venice & the Veneto, Friuli-Venezia
Giulia, Emilia-Romagna, Tuscany, Umbria, Le Marche,
Abruzzo and Molise, Campania, Puglia, Basilicata and
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Calabria, Sicily and Sardinia. - Honest independent reviews:
written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour,
honesty and expertise, and recommendations you can truly
trust, our writers will help you get the most from your trip to
Italy. - Meticulous mapping: always full-colour, with clearly
numbered, colour-coded keys. Find your way around Rome,
Sardinia and many more locations without needing to get
online - Fabulous full-colour photography: features a richness
of inspirational colour photography, including the grandeur of
Tivoli's Villa d'Este and the vibrancy of Bologna's markets Things not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of Sicily, Venice,
Puglia and Lombardy's best sights and top experiences Itineraries: carefully planned routes will help you organise
your trip, and inspire and inform your on-the-road experiences
- Basics section: packed with essential pre-departure
information including getting there, getting around,
accommodation, food and drink, health, the media, festivals,
sports and outdoor activities, culture and etiquette, shopping
and more - Background information: comprehensive Contexts
chapter provides fascinating insights into Italy, with coverage
of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and
books, plus a handy language section and glossary - Covers:
Rome and Lazio, Piemonte and Valle d'Aosta, Liguria,
Lobardy and the Lakes, Trentino-Alto Adige, Venice & the
Veneto, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Emilia-Romagna, Tuscany,
Umbria, Le Marche, Abruzzo and Molise, Campania, Puglia,
Basilicata and Calabria, Sicily and Sardinia About Rough
Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring travellers for over
35 years, with over 30 million copies sold globally.
Synonymous with practical travel tips, quality writing and a
trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough Guides list
includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+ destinations,
gift-books and phrasebooks.
Insight Guides: all you need to inspire every step of your
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journey. From deciding when to go, to choosing what to see
when you arrive, this is all you need to plan your trip and
experience the best of Madagascar, with in-depth insider
information on must-see, top attractions like the muchphotographed Alle des Baobabs, the biodiverse Parc National
de Ranamofana and the azure waters of Nosy Be. Insight
Guide Madagascar is ideal for travellers seeking immersive
cultural experiences, from exploring the 'stone forest' of the
Parc National de Tsingy de Bemaraha, to encountering
lemurs in the tangled rainforest of the Parc National de la
Montagne d'Ambre In-depth on history and culture: enjoy
special features on the Malagasy people and the island's
unique flora and fauna with special emphasis and lemurs and
chameleons, all written by local experts Invaluable maps,
travel tips and practical information ensure effortless
planning, and encourage venturing off the beaten track
Inspirational colour photography throughout - Insight Guides
is a pioneer of full-colour guide books Inventive design makes
for an engaging, easy reading experience About Insight
Guides: Insight Guides is a pioneer offull-colour guide books,
with almost 50 years' experience of publishing high-quality,
visual travel guides with user-friendly, modern design. We
produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and maps,
as well as phrase books, picture-packed eBooks and apps to
meet different travellers' needs. Insight Guides' unique
combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on
history and culture create a unique visual reference and
planning tool to inspire your next adventure.
The Rough Guide to Spain is the definitive guide to this
captivating country, with in-depth coverage of everything from
its classic cities to hidden island beaches. With stunning
photography to inspire you and clear maps to steer you, this
guide will ensure you discover the best of Spain, whether it's
ticking off Gaudí's stunning architectural masterpieces in
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Barcelona, hiking in the magnificent Picos de Europa,
admiring Granada's splendid Alhambra, or taking part in one
of the country's fabulously vibrant fiestas. Insider reviews
reveal the best places to eat, sleep and party with something
for every budget, whether you want to stay in a majestic
parador, sip sherry in Jerez, bar-hop in Madrid or nab a table
at one of Catalunya's hottest restaurants. Make the most of
your holiday with the Rough Guide to Spain.

Written in Rough Guides' trademark opinionated style,
this travel guide offers insightful, first-hand accounts of
Panama's top sights and local secrets, from the Panama
Canal's new multi-billion-dollar expansion to partying in
the Azuero Peninsula. With full colour pictures
throughout, and up-to-date listings on hotels,
restaurants, nightlife and shops across every price
range, all of which are marked on our user-friendly maps,
The Rough Guide to Panama is the ultimate guide to this
dazzling Central American country. You may dream of
lazing on a hammock on a white-sand beach, or itch to
explore every corner of Panama City's casco viejo. You
might want to scour every chapter in detail, or perhaps
you're simply looking for fast-fix itineraries and cherrypicked highlights. Whether you're an armchair explorer
or an adrenaline junkie, The Rough Guide to Panama
won't let you down. Make the most of your trip with The
Rough Guide to Panama.
This book is a necessary resource for anyone interested
in having a natural swimming pool and shows how a
natural swimming pool system works, as well as the
environmental, health, and safety benefits it offers.
Drawings, diagrams, and charts cover planning, design,
biology, materials, construction, planting, and
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maintenance. Over 300 beautiful color pictures feature
projects that will inspire you to have your own natural
water garden where you can swim in harmony with
nature at any time.
Die Faszination fur das Meer hat die Menschheit bereits
vor mehr als 5000 Jahren dazu bewogen, sich kunstliche
Miniaturformen in Form von offentlichen Badern zu
erschaffen, um darin vornehmlich Ritualbader
abzuhalten. HEutzutage front man dem kuhlen Nass
langst auch im Privathaushalt und ohne religiosen
Hintergrund: Swimming Pools avancierten schnell zu
einem Statussymbol und folgten unterschiedlichsten
Trends. SIe laden zum Freizeitsport, zur Entspannung
und schlichtweg zum Vergnugen ein. KEin Wunder, dass
gerade Filmemacher und Fotografen das Motiv des
Swimmingpools fur sich entdeckt haben. LAssen sich
hier doch nicht nur Wasser- und Lichtreflexe auf
einzigartige Weise einfangen, auch die Menschen, die
den Pool "beleben" und sich mit der kunstlich
erschaffenen Natur umgeben, erzeugen ganz
bewegende Momentaufnahmen, die dieser Fotoband auf
mehr als 200 Abbildungen bereithalt. MIt Werken von:
Henri Cartier-Bresson, Gigi Cifali, Stuart Franklin, Harry
Gruyaert, Emma Hartvig, Jacques Henri Lartigue, Joel
Meyerowitz, Martin Parr, Paolo Pelligrin, Mack Sennett,
Alec Soth, Larry Sultan, Alex Webb, u.A.
The Rough Guide to Sicily Make the most of your time
on Earth with the ultimate travel guides. World-renowned
'tell it like it is' travel guide. Discover Sicily with this
comprehensive and entertaining travel guide, packed
with practical information and honest recommendations
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by our independent experts. Whether you plan to climb
Mount Etna, relax on the golden sands of Cefalù or
explore the Valley of the Temples, the Rough Guide to
Sicily will help you discover the best places to explore,
eat, drink, shop and sleep along the way. Features of
this travel guide to Sicily: - Detailed regional coverage:
provides practical information for every kind of trip, from
off-the-beaten-track adventures to chilled-out breaks in
popular tourist areas - Honest and independent reviews:
written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour,
honesty and expertise, our writers will help you make the
most from your trip to Sicily - Meticulous mapping:
practical full-colour maps, with clearly numbered, colourcoded keys. Find your way around Palermo, Catania and
many more locations without needing to get online Fabulous full-colour photography: features inspirational
colour photography, including the magnificent caveriddled canyon of Cava Grande del Fiume Cassibile and
the spectacular views of the Madonie mountains - Timesaving itineraries: carefully planned routes will help
inspire and inform your on-the-road experiences - Things
not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of Ragusa Ibla,
Sampieri, Linosa and Monreale's best sights and top
experiences - Travel tips and info: packed with essential
pre-departure information including getting around,
accommodation, food and drink, health, the media,
festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture and
etiquette, shopping and more - Background information:
comprehensive 'Contexts' chapter provides fascinating
insights into Sicily, with coverage of history, religion,
ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books, plus a
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handy language section and glossary - Covers: Palermo;
Cefalù; the Monit Madonie; the Aeolian Islands; Messina;
Taormina; the northeast; Catania; Etna; SIracusa; Enna;
Agrigento; the southwest; Trapani; the west You may
also be interested in: The Rough Guide to Italy, The
Rough Guide to Sardinia, The Rough Guide to Rome
About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring
travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies
sold globally. Synonymous with practical travel tips,
quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the
Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides
to 120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
Loco Gringo has created a series of travel guides written
by locals who live in the Riviera Maya and Yucatan.
These travel guides give you many options to explore
local cultural sites, historical towns and regional foods.
Planning a family vacation is tough. Going to a new
destination makes it even tougher. This guide to family
vacations in the Riviera Maya is written by locals who
know the best activities, places to stay and things to do
in the Riviera Maya. Locals have selected their favorite
activities that they love to do with their families, some
budget activities, some not. Take your pick of the
suggested family activities and plan your family vacation
with ease. Kay moved to the Riviera Maya in 1992 to
explore underwater caves. As an expat, Kay has been
working in the vacation and tourism profession in Mexico
ever since. She is the co-founder of the travel & vacation
rental website LocoGringo.com - See more at: https://ww
w.locogringo.com/flying-solo-happily-vacation-rivieramaya#sthash.7pxE26pk.dpuf
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The Rough Guide to Jamaica is the ultimate travel guide
to the most captivating of the Caribbean islands. From
dining by the sea to dancing under the stars, we've
picked out the best of Jamaica, with full-colour pictures
offering a taste of what to expect. Detailed practical
advice covers everything from restaurants and
accommodation to tipping and tours; an events calendar
details the island's legendary reggae shows, and
insiders' tips ensure that you'll discover the island
beyond the resorts. The Rough Guide to Jamaica also
provides the lowdown on each part of island, including
the white-sand beaches and watersports of Negril and
Montego Bay; the lush rainforest retreats of Portland; the
hip hotels of the unspoiled south coast; unforgettable
hikes in the cool Blue Mountain peaks; and Kingston's
electrifying arts and nightlife scene. Explore every corner
of Jamaica with clear, detailed maps that will help you
navigate with ease. Make the most of your trip with The
Rough Guide to Jamaica.
This book offers the latest research and new
perspectives on Interactive Collaborative Learning and
Engineering Pedagogy. We are currently witnessing a
significant transformation in education, and in order to
face today’s real-world challenges, higher education has
to find innovative ways to quickly respond to these new
needs. Addressing these aspects was the chief aim of
the 21st International Conference on Interactive
Collaborative Learning (ICL2018), which was held on
Kos Island, Greece from September 25 to 28, 2018.
Since being founded in 1998, the conference has been
devoted to new approaches in learning, with a special
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focus on collaborative learning. Today the ICL
conferences offer a forum for exchanging information on
relevant trends and research results, as well as sharing
practical experiences in learning and engineering
pedagogy. This book includes papers in the fields of: *
New Learning Models and Applications * Pilot Projects:
Applications * Project-based Learning * Real-world
Experiences * Remote and Virtual Laboratories *
Research in Engineering Pedagogy * Technical Teacher
Training It will benefit a broad readership, including
policymakers, educators, researchers in pedagogy and
learning theory, school teachers, the learning industry,
further education lecturers, etc.
Discover Spain with the most incisive and entertaining
guidebook on the market. Whether you plan on exploring
Andalucia's White Towns, sampling the legendary
nightlife of Madrid or hiking in the Picos de Euuropa, this
new edition of The Rough Guide to Spain will show you
the ideal places to sleep, eat, drink, shop and visit along
the way. Inside The Rough Guide to Spain Independent, trusted reviews written with Rough Guides'
trademark blend of humour, honesty and insight, to help
you get the most out of your visit. - Full-colour maps
throughout - navigate the backstreets of Barcelona or
Granada's Albaicín without needing to get online. Stunning, inspirational images - a rich collection of
inspiring colour photography. - Things not to miss Rough Guides' rundown of Spain's best sights and
experiences. - Itineraries - carefully planned routes to
help you organize your trip. - Detailed city coverage whether visiting the big sights or venturing off the tourist
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trail, this travel guide has in-depth practical advice for
every step of the way. Areas covered include: Madrid,
Segovia, Toledo, Castilla-La Mancha, Extremadura,
Andalucía, Castilla y León, La Rioja, the País Vasco,
Navarra, Cantabria, Asturias, Galicia, Aragón,
Barcelona, Catalunya, Valencia, Murcia, and the
Balearics. Attractions include: Museo del Prado, Reina
Sofía, El Escorial, Mérida, the Alhambra, La Mezquita,
Parque Nacional Coto de Doñana, Univeridad de
Salamanca, Burgos Cathedral, Museo Guggenheim,
Santiago de Compostela's cathedral,Sagrada Família,
Fundació Joan Miró, Teatre-Museu Dalí, La Ciudad de
las Artes y Ciencias, and the Palma Cathedral. - Basics essential pre-departure practical information including
getting there, local transport, festivals, culture and
etiquette; sports and outdoor activities, tourist
information and more - Background information - a
Contexts chapter devoted to history, wildlife flamenco
and books and with a handy language section covering
Castilian (Spanish), Catalan, Basque and Galician. Make
the Most of Your Time on Earth with The Rough Guide to
Spain About Rough Guides: Escape the everyday with
Rough Guides. We are a leading travel publisher known
for our "tell it like it is" attitude, up-to-date content and
great writing. Since 1982, we've published books
covering more than 120 destinations around the globe,
with an ever-growing series of ebooks, a range of
beautiful, inspirational reference titles, and an awardwinning website. We pride ourselves on our accurate,
honest and informed travel guides.

The new-look Rough Guide to Panama - now in full
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colour throughout - is the ultimate travel guide to this
vibrant and fascinating country. Discover Panama's
highlights with stunning photography, colour-coded
maps and more listings and information than ever
before. You'll find detailed practical advice on what
to see and do - from a boat trip up the Panama
Canal to a jungle trek in the Darién, from sightseeing
in Panama City to beach-lazing in Guna Yala - as
well as up-to-date descriptions of the best hotels,
bars, clubs, shops and restaurants, across every
price range, giving you clear, balanced reviews and
reliable, first-hand opinions. Whether you have time
to browse detailed chapters, or need fast-fix
itineraries and cherry-picked highlights, The Rough
Guide to Panama won't let you down. Make the most
of your time with The Rough Guide to Panama - now
available in ePub format.
The Rough Guide to Peru covers the country indepth from the jawdropping attractions of the
Macchu Picchu, Lake Titicaca and Colca Canyon to
Lima's endlessly hip restaurant scene. Rough
Guides' four expert authors have covered every inch
of Peru, communing with Amazon shamans, rafting
the waters of the mighty Urubamba and hiking to the
little-visited Inca ruins of Choquequirao. Discover
where to find Peru's best pisco sour, view the
rainforest high up from a canopy walkway or check
out the country's coolest surfing hangout with Rough
Guides' things not to miss section. Learn how to get
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the most out of one of South America's most
versatile destinations with The Rough Guide to Peru
range of itineraries. Meet the Incas with our in-depth
history section and read about everything from
traditional panpipe music to hallucinogenic plants.
Over 70 clear, full-colour maps help you find a hostel
while our easy-to-use transport info will make sure
you don't end up on a chicken bus to nowhere!
The Rough Guide to Yosemite, Sequoia and Kings
Canyon is the ultimate travel guide to three of the
USA's best national parks. Discover America's
highest waterfalls, Yosemite's lushest meadows and
near vertical cliffs such as El Capitan and Half
Dome. Find information on the world's largest trees
in Sequoia National Park, along with black bears and
fine limestone caves in Kings Canyon. Get practical
advice on the best hikes, most comfortable camping
spots, the finest hotels and great places for a rowdy
beer. Full colour sections cover horse riding, snow
shoeing and rafting as well as wild animals like
bears, marmots and mule deer. Explore every corner
of Yosemite, Sequoia and Kings Canyon with clear
and accurate maps that will ensure you won't miss a
gorgeous vista or wonderful campsite. Make the
most of your time on earth with The Rough Guide to
Yosemite, Sequoia and Kings Canyon.
Discover a land of lush jungles and dazzling white
sand with The Rough Guide to Puerto Rico. The fullcolour introduction will inspire you with stunning
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photography of the "things not to miss" from the
cosmopolitan city of San Juan to the exotic flora and
fauna of the Caribbean National Forest. Dozens of
user-friendly maps will guide you to our
recommended accommodation and there are
hundreds of restaurant reviews for gourmet eateries
and local food stalls across the island. Covering all
must-sees such as the Río Camuy caves and the
romantic colonial town of Ponce, the guide also
features full-colour inserts on Festivals dedicated to
fruits and flowers, and Food, including independent
gourmet coffee producers and regional specialties.
The guide features in-depth sections on Mayagüez,
La Cordillera, Vieques and Culebra, as well as all the
practical information you'd expect from a Rough
Guide. Make the most of your time with The Rough
Guide to Puerto Rico.
Let us guide you on every step of your travels. From
deciding when to go, to choosing what to see when
you arrive, Insight Guide Panama is all you need to
plan your trip and experience the best of Panama,
with in-depth insider information on must-see, top
attractions like Panama City's Casco Viejo, the
Panama Canal, Birdwatching in Soberanía, Chiriquí
Highliands and Parque Nacional Darién, and hidden
cultural gems like Bocas del Toro. This book is ideal
for travellers seeking immersive cultural
experiences, from exploring the colonial forts and
Comarca de Guna Yala, to discovering Panama's
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peope, arts and wildlife. - In-depth on history and
culture: explore the region's vibrant history and
culture, and understand its modern-day life, people
and politics - Excellent Editor's Choice: uncover the
best of Panama, which highlights the most special
places to visit around the region - Invaluable and
practical maps: get around with ease thanks to
detailed maps that pinpoint the key attractions
featured in every chapter - Informative tips: plan your
travels easily with an A to Z of useful advice on
everything from climate to tipping - Inspirational
colour photography: discover the best destinations,
sights, and excursions, and be inspired by stunning
imagery - Inventive design makes for an engaging,
easy-reading experience - Covers: Panama City,
The Canal and central Caribbean Coast, Central
Panama & Pacific beaches, Veraguas & Peninsula
de Azuero, Chiriquí & Western Panama, Bocas del
Toro, Comarca Guna Yala and Darién and the West
About Insight Guides: Insight Guides is a pioneer of
full-colour guide books, with almost 50 years'
experience of publishing high-quality, visual travel
guides with user-friendly, modern design. We
produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and
maps, as well as phrase books, picture-packed
eBooks and apps to meet different travellers' needs.
Insight Guides' unique combination of beautiful travel
photography and focus on history and culture create
a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire
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your next adventure.
Wild Swimming Italien führt uns an unberührte Seen,
Flüsse und Lagunen. Entdecken Sie die
verborgenen heißen Quellen der Toskana und die
spektakulären Wasserfälle der Dolomiten. Erkunden
Sie die versteckten Ufer des Comerund Gardasees
und schwimmen Sie in den Kraterseen in der Nähe
Roms. Auch die smaragdgrünen Seen Siziliens und
die idyllischen Flussufern Kampaniens laden zum
Entdecken ein. Dieser fantastische Reiseführer
eignet sich perfekt für Familienurlaube oder
romantische Abenteuer. Neben beeindruckenden
Landschafts-fotografien bietet er praktische
Informationen wie Landkarten, Wegbeschreibungen,
Koordinaten sowie Empfehlungen für Kanu-fahrten,
Campingplätze und Restaurants.
World-renowned 'tell it like it is' guidebook Discover
Guatemala with this comprehensive, entertaining,
'tell it like it is' Rough Guide, packed with
comprehensive practical information and our experts'
honest and independent recommendations. Whether
you plan to explore the Mayan ruins of Tikal, visit
colonial Antigua or climb Volcán de Pacaya The
Rough Guide to Guatemala will help you discover
the best places to explore, sleep, eat, drink and shop
along the way. Features of The Rough Guide to
Guatemala: - Detailed regional coverage: provides indepth practical information for each step of all kinds
of trip, from intrepid off-the-beaten-track adventures,
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to chilled-out breaks in popular tourist areas.
Regions covered include: Guatemala City, Antigua
and around, the western highlands, the Pacific coast,
the Oriente and Izabal, Cobán and the Verapaces,
Petén and Into Honduras: Copán and around. Honest independent reviews: written with Rough
Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and
expertise, and recommendations you can truly trust,
our writers will help you get the most from your trip to
Guatemala. - Meticulous mapping: always full-colour,
with clearly numbered, colour-coded keys. Find your
way around Guatemala City, the western highlands
and many more locations without needing to get
online. - Fabulous full-colour photography: features a
richness of inspirational colour photography,
including captivating Lago de Atitlán and the vast
Mirador basin. - Things not to miss: Rough Guides'
rundown of Guatemala's best sights and top
experiences. - Itineraries: carefully planned routes
will help you organise your trip, and inspire and
inform your on-the-road experiences. - Basics
section: packed with essential pre-departure
information including getting there, getting around,
accommodation, food and drink, health, the media,
festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture and
etiquette, shopping and more. - Background
information: comprehensive Contexts chapter
provides fascinating insights into Guatemala, with
coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups,
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environment, wildlife and books, plus a handy
language section and glossary. About Rough
Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring travellers
for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies sold
globally. Synonymous with practical travel tips,
quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos,
the Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel
guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books and
phrasebooks.
This book is specifically designed for those
interested in creating natural swimming pools. It
covers all stages, from understanding the system,
management, excavation, lining, walling, plumbing,
electrical, planting, structures, and last but not least,
the maintenance, to ensure a successful project.
Comprehensive information is presented in an easy
to understand style with many illustrations showing
methods of building. These are supported by the
helpful inclusion of detailed scaled drawings, a plant
guide with hardiness zones, and other useful
information. The techniques will provide confidence
to tackle the project and on completion give a huge
sense of satisfaction and many hours of enjoyment.
The ultimate guidebook for extraordinary adventures.
This guide brings travelers up to date on the dizzying
diversity of this tiny territory. Packed with practical advice
and inspiration, this new guide facilitates free-spirited
journeys from reef to rainforest, waterfall to winding
jungle trails.
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If you wish to swim in clear, soft water and have a
beautiful garden feature all year round, you will need this
book to create your own paradise. If you have had some
experience of building work and are keen to build your
own natural swimming pool, with or without some
specialist assistance, then this book will provide you with
everything you need to know. It contains over 80
illustrations and coloured photographs and takes you
through the whole process in an easy to understand way.
It also contains over 50 useful detailed scaled
construction drawings. Michael Littlewoods methods and
designs come from his considerable experience as a
natural landscape architect and garden designer. This
book is a logical follow-on from "Natural Swimming
Pools: Inspiration for Harmony with Nature", with new
details on everything from building instructions and
assessing and maintaining water quality to considering
types of plants and handling maintenance.
Erleben Sie die einzige Stadt der Welt auf zwei
Kontinenten überspannt und besuchen Sie die meisten
Sehenswürdigkeiten in 48 Stunden. Mit Stunde um
Stunde Details, ist dies eine umfassende Anleitung für
Istanbul. Tag 1: Sultan Ahmet Moschee, Hagia Sophia,
die Basilika Zisterne Column of Constantine,
Çemberlita? Hamam, Großer Basar Tag 2: TopkapiPalast, der Gewürzmarkt, New Moschee, Galata-Brücke,
Galata-Turm, Bosphorus Ferry, Istiklal-Straße, TaksimPlatz
The Rough Guide to Panama is the essential travel
guide to this unforgettable country, taking you from the
primeval rainforests of the Darien to Panama City's
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hippest bars, via the world's grandest canal, deserted
white-sand beaches and vibrant indigenous
communities. The guide offers practical information on
transport - including travelling by dugout in the jungle
and island-hopping in Kuna Yala - and detailed, lively
reviews of accommodation and restaurants to suit all
budgets. With comprehensive research, accompanied by
stunning photographs, The Rough Guide to Panama has
a key focus on the country's fascinating and wildlife-rich
national parks, with a park-by-park breakdown of their
various attractions and a full-colour section to help you
identify the astonishing variety of fauna. The guide also
takes a detailed look at Panama's diverse cultures and
their histories, traditions and festivals, with insights into
everything from devil dancers in the Azuero Peninsula to
coffee-cupping in the highlands of Chiriquí. Informative
and inspirational, with dozens of clear, accurate maps,
this guide is your essential companion to this vibrant,
extraordinarily varied country. Make the most of your
holiday with The Rough Guide to Panama.
Discover these fascinating islands with the most incisive
and entertaining travel guide on the market. You can
take this handy, pocket-sized book out withyou
anywhere, any time. Whether you plan to bar-hop in Sant
Antoni, wander Ibiza Town's medieval lanes or bask in
the sun on Formentera's Platja Illetes, Pocket Rough
Guide Ibiza & Formentera will show you the ideal places
to sleep, eat, drink, shop and visit along the way. Perfect
for short trips - compact and concise, with all the
practical info you'll need for a few days' stay. Free pullout map, as well as full-colour maps throughout Page 21/26
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navigate the backstreets of Ibiza Town or road-trip the
sleepy northwest without needing to get online. Things
not to miss - our rundown of Ibiza and Formentera's
unmissable sights and experiences. · Itineraries carefully planned days to help you organize your visit.
Independent, trusted reviews written with Rough Guides'
trademark blend of humour, honesty and insight, with
options to suit every budget. Stunning images - a rich
collection of inspiring colour photography. Detailed
islands coverage - whether visiting the big sights or
venturing off the tourist trail, this travel guide has indepth practical advice for every step of the way.
Chapters cover each neighbourhood in depth, with all the
sights and the best of the nearby shops, cafés,
restaurants, bars and clubs.Areas covered include:Ibiza
Town; Dalt Vila;Santa Eulària; the East; Sant Antoni;
Sant Joan, Sant Miquel; the Northwest;Sant Josep; the
South; Formentera Attractions include: Dalt Vila; Sa
Penya; Es Vedrà; Santa Agnes; Portitxol; Cala Salada;
Cala d'Hort; Platja Illetes; Platja Migjorn; Capde Barbaria
Day-trips - venture further afield to Toledo, Segovia, El
Escorial, Aranjuez or Chinchón. Accommodation - our
unbiased selection of the top places to stay, to suit every
budget. Essentials - crucial pre-departure practical
information including getting there, local transport, tourist
information, festivals, events and more. Background
information - an easy-to-use chronology, plus a handy
language section and glossary. About Rough Guides:
Escape the everyday with Rough Guides. We are a
leading travel publisher known for our "tell it like it is"
attitude, up-to-date content and great writing. Since
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1982, we've published books covering more than 120
destinations around the globe, with an ever-growing
series of ebooks, a range of beautiful, inspirational
reference titles, and an award-winning website. We pride
ourselves on our accurate, honest and informed travel
guides.
Valencia & Murcia have it all: gorgeous beaches, stylish
cities and pretty, low-key towns. From the sun-drenched
beaches of Valencia to Murcia’s delightful, flower-filled
squares, Valencia & Murcia are great provinces from
which to enjoy the Mediterranean coastline as well as
indulge in authentic Spanish traditions. Footprint Focus
provides invaluable information on transport,
accommodation, eating and entertainment to ensure that
your trip includes the best of this fascinating region of
Spain. • Essentials section with useful advice on getting
to and around the provinces of Valencia & Murcia. •
Comprehensive, up-to-date listings of where to eat, sleep
and play. • Includes information on tour operators and
activities, from sampling great tapas to attending
traditional fiestas. • Detailed maps for the provinces of
Valencia & Murcia. • Slim enough to fit in your pocket.
With detailed information on all the main sights, plus
many lesser-known attractions, Footprint Focus Valencia
& Murcia provides concise and comprehensive coverage
of one of Spain’s most popular regions.
Dieser sensationelle und vollkommen neuartige
Reiseführer führt uns an wilde Seen, Flüsse und
Wasserfälle in Frankreich und lässt uns das Land mit
ganz neuen Augen sehen. Die Côte d'Azur zu
überlaufen, der aufgewühlte Atlantik gut zum Surfen,
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jedoch weniger gut zum Schwimmen – aber das
französische Binnenland bietet spektakuläre
Badestellen, von deren Existenz wir gar nichts wussten.
Ist das wirklich Frankreich und nicht Costa Rica? Drei
Sommer lang bereiste der Traveler, Autor und Verleger
Daniel Start mit seiner Frau das Land. Herausgekommen
ist ein Brevier magischer Orte, genau solcher Orte, nach
denen wir immer suchen, wenn wir auf Reisen sind.
Denn in der Natur schwimmen ist eine der seltenen
Dinge, die uns ein tiefes Gefühl der Verbundenheit mit
der Natur – und mit uns selbst verschaffen.
A Guide to Building Natural Swimming PoolsSchiffer
Publishing
How to Build a Natural Swimming Pool/Pond - Second
Edition, Complete guide, with examples, formulas, tips,
illustrations and photos.
Natural swimming pools rely on the correct balance of
living plants and micro-organisms to clean and purify the
water. They are easy and less costly to maintain than
chemical pools. Chlorine and other common pool
chemicals that are hazardous to human health are not
used. Natural pools are safe places for children to play
and birds to drink, and are a dramatic example of
ecological design, combining the natural and man-made
worlds while creating beauty. These pools offer
enjoyment not only in the warm months, but during
winter, when they can be used for ice skating. Often the
focal point of a garden, a natural swimming pool blends
into the environment, flowing into the surroundings with
plants and rocks. It reflects the changing seasons and
enhances the environment naturally. This book is a
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necessary resource for people who consider a natural
swimming pool. It shows how the natural system works
to provide environmental, health, and safety benefits.
Drawings, diagrams, and charts help explain their
planning, design, biology, materials, construction,
planting, and maintenance. Over 300 beautiful color
photographs of natural pools will inspire your own water
garden, where you can swim in harmony with nature.
Insight Guide Philippines is a comprehensive, full-colour
travel guide that provides an essential introduction to this
little-known Asian country. The Philippines is a
destination of thousands of islands fringed by idyllic
tropical beaches, plus stunning mountain scenery,
colonial architecture and lively festivals. The Insight
Guide will assist you in finding your ideal itinerary
through what can be a daunting list of options, with the
inspirational Best Of section setting out the principal
places to visit in the Philippines. In-depth information on
the country's history and culture is provided in a series of
lively pages, while chapters on contemporary culture,
food, festivals and architecture paint a vivid portrait of life
in the Philippines today. The Places chapters cover all
the sights worth seeing - from the amazing landscapes of
northern Luzon to the beaches of the Visayas and the
jungles of Palawan. At the back of the book, the Travel
Tips section contains all the practical information you'll
need to make the most of your trip. Insight Guides has
over 40 years' experience of publishing high-quality,
visual travel guides. We produce around 400 full-colour
print guide books and maps as well as picture-packed
eBooks to meet different travellers' needs. Insight
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Guides' unique combination of beautiful travel
photography and focus on history and culture together
create a unique visual reference and planning tool to
inspire your next adventure.
This guide features the latest information on Recife's
bursting art and music scene plus advice on how to visit
the region's spectacular coastline and colonial towns.
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